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About ATCC®

 Founded in 1925, ATCC® is a non-profit 
organization with HQ in Manassas, VA, and an 
R&D and Services center in Gaithersburg, MD

 World’s premier biological materials resource and 
standards development organization
− 5,000 cell lines
− 80,000 microorganisms
−Genomic & synthetic nucleic acids
−Media/reagents

 ATCC® collaborates with and supports the 
scientific community with industry-standard 
biological products and innovative solutions

 Growing portfolio of products and services

 Sales and distribution in 150 countries, 
19 international distributors

 Talented team of 600+ employees, over one-
third with advanced degrees

Visit us at booth #912
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Our offerings
Advance Cell Models
 Advanced biological models enable 

greater specificity and functionality 
to the researcher’s toolkit.

Authentication Resources
 ATCC® offers a range of high-quality 

cell authentication testing services 
backed by nearly 60 years of experience 
in biomaterial management and 
authentication standards.

Quality Standards
 ATCC® is a leader in the creation and  

maintenance of biological and published 
laboratory standards that protect public    
interests and provide quality reference material, 
education, accreditation, and certification  
services to the industry.

Credible Collections
 The ATCC® collection of cell and microbial 

reference materials remain at the heart of 
incredible breakthroughs in scientific 
exploration. 

Offering Large Custom Solutions
 With an unmatched combination of 

extensive expertise, cutting edge 
technologies, best practices, and a 
world-renowned collection of cells and 
microbes, ATCC® is your ideal solutions 
partner.

cGMP Manufacturing & 
Biorepository Services
 Our longevity in the industry and 

reputation for quality ensures 
confidence for your Master and Working 
Mammalian Cell Banks and cGMP-
compliant storage.
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ATCC® collaborations
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A long-term, multi-year strategic collaboration to jointly provide co-branded 
reference materials and reference standards that will serve to advance the quality 
and development of biologic medicines and therapies.

A strategic partnership to deliver best-in-class bioinformatics solutions for 
microbial genomics and microbiome analyses.

A multi-phase research collaboration to expand the use of non-model 
microorganisms and accelerate biomanufacturing and biotechnology R&D.

Collaboration to accelerate oncology research by generation of frozen, 
assay-ready tumor microtissues and tumor models.

Partnership to improve fungal identification systems and understand the 
impact of high passage count on a culture’s genotype and phenotype.

And dozens of other private and public partnerships!

Booth #613

Booth #502
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ATCC® & Biolog™
Partnering to build new phenotypic identification and characterization data
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Session title: Metabolism Enzyme 
Mechanics and Physiology

Poster number: MBP-FRIDAY-618

Time: Friday, June 14, 10 AM – 5 PM

Visit ATCC at booth #912
Visit Biolog at booth #502

Biolog and Odin are trademarks of Biolog, Inc.
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Innovations at ATCC®

Much more than a culture collection!

ATCC® is more than culture management. New formats save time and money for our customers!
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Other efforts to serve: 
• Oncology
• Toxicology
• Bioprocessing
• Infectious Disease Diagnostics 
• Research

 Precisely quantitative DNA from bioproduction cell lines to control 
measurements of residual DNA. Developed in partnership with USP®!

 High-titer, high-purity viruses

 Highly sensitive Mycoplasma testing kit
 CRM DNA controls for Mycoplasma testing

 Improved and optimized quantitative formats

USP is a registered trademark of the United States Pharmacopeial Convention.
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ATCC® Genome Portal
A cloud-based platform that enables users to easily browse 
authenticated and traceable reference genomes and 
metadata.

Download whole-genome sequences and annotations 
from your browser or via our secure API.

Search for nucleotide sequences or genes within 
genomes.

View genome assembly metadata and 
quality metrics.

genomes.atcc.org
7

4,500 Authenticated Microbial 
Reference Genomes
3,828 bacteria and archaea

362 viruses
306 fungi
4 protists New genomes 

released every 
quarter!

REST-API for 
bioinformatics 
applications 

available
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Today’s speakers
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Accessing the genetic potential of the biosphere
Elise Ledieu-Dherbécourt, PhD

Program Manager, Cultivarium

Uses of quantified microorganisms – challenges 
and opportunities 
Nilay Chakraborty, PhD, MBA

BioNexus Foundation Principal Scientist, ATCC
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Uses of Quantified 
Microorganisms: 
Challenges and 
Opportunities 
Nilay Chakraborty, PhD, MBA
BioNexus Foundation Principal Scientist, Cryobiology, 
ATCC
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ATCC as a source of reference microorganisms
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 Food and Drug Administration

 United States Pharmacopeia

 European Pharmacopeia

 World Health Organization for Standardization

 Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute

 Pharmaceutical Inspection Co-operation Scheme

 And more

Many of the microorganisms 
mentioned in guidelines are 

from- or can be obtained from 
ATCC 
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Quality testing applications of quantified microbial reference 
strains across industries
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Pharmaceutical 
manufacturing

Cosmetics

Processed 
foods

ATCC reference strains 
in a quantified format

Medical 
devices
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Strain identification 

Not meeting required 
specifications

Limited resources
and time

Process complexity

Challenges with reference microorganisms
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Challenges

Solution

Process complexity 

1. Rigid and regimented 
processing requirements 
regarding strain growth, 
quantification, and 
purification

2. Complex expansion criteria 
are often required to 
support conditions to be 
tested

High-quality, easy-to-use 
reference materials that 
are easy to store and 
reduce processing 
complexity.
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Solution
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Challenges

Limited resources and time

1. Time-consuming and costly 
process

2. Skilled laboratory 
personnel required

Easy-to-use reference 
material that minimizes 
assay setup time, simplifies 
the workflow, and reduces 
dependency on operator 
skills. 
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Solution
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Challenges

Strain identification

Access to reference 
materials that are traceable 
and authenticated using a 
multifaceted approach that 
combines genotypic, 
phenotypic, and functional 
analyses.

1. Complex strain 
identification

2. Genetic drift with advanced 
passages

3. Risk of contamination
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Solution
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Challenges

Not meeting required specifications

1. Quantity not conforming to 
regulatory guidance

2. Batch-to-batch variability

Low passage, precisely 
quantified reference 
materials with minimal 
batch-to-batch variability. 
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How ATCC is meeting these challenges
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Leverage meticulously authenticated materials
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ATCC utilizes both classical and modern techniques

 Phenotypic analysis – Colony morphology, cell 
attributes, biochemical analyses
 Genotypic analysis – Sequencing conserved regions 

of the genome, whole-genome sequencing
 Proteotypic analysis – MALTDI-TOF MS
 Functional analysis – Serotype, drug resistance, 

virulence 

No single method of identification is sufficient
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Gain insights with standardized bioinformatics data
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Generate results with tried- and true guidance
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Supporting scientists with:
 Culture guides
 Product sheets
 Recorded trainings
 How-to guides
 And more

Find resources
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Gain research efficiencies leveraging innovation
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 Our team is identifying new 
cryopreservation techniques, 
technologies, and formulations that 
reduce genetic drift, improve batch-to-
batch quantification consistency, and 
maintain viability.
 We are investing our time and resources 

into developing the products you need to 
start your assays faster, reduce your 
costs, and shorten your time to market.

Proteomic characterization of E. 
coli lyophilized and stored in 

different buffer

Stability of E. coli in 
two different 
formulations

Get the data
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Enabling scientific progress for (almost) 100 years
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We are inspired by 
customer needs for 

credibility and 
efficiencies in research

Authentication

Innovation

Collaboration
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Connect with us
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Elise Ledieu-Dherbécourt, PhD
Program Manager

Cultivarium

Booth #613

Nilay Chakraborty, PhD, MBA
BioNexus Foundation Principal Scientist

ATCC

nchakraborty@atcc.org

Booth #912

Kyle Young, MS, MBA
Product Manager, Microbiology

ATCC

kyoung@atcc.org 

Booth #912 

mailto:nchakraborty@atcc.org
mailto:kyoung@atcc.org
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Questions?

41

Booth #912 Join our webinar with 
Biolog on September 19th 

Join our webinar with 
Cultivarium on October 3rd Booth #502

Booth #613
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SECTION TITLE42

Thank You

https://vimeo.com/296813185/4f83a0643d
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